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Article :
Time is infinite,i.e time continues in the future infinitely , after we die we will spend, million years,
billion years, going forward infinitely, there is not an end for time , or a point when time stops from
elapsing.
According to probability if we tried something infinitely, like tossing a die infinitely we will obtain
all numbers at some time , 1,2,3,4,5, and 6, and that is for sure.
Let consider time , the time spend after death is infinite , so the probability of a human being to
come to life again is 100% , in fact any event in space has a probability to happen of 100%, the only
event in space and vacuum could happen is a big bang in addition to what happened after the big
bang” I believe matter came from nowhere before the big bang, and that is obvious matter can’t
exist in the past infinitely, we can’t say mass existence spent infinite time in the past, infinity is not
a real number”
Some one might say, not everything could happen, for instance if we toss a die infinite times a 7
won’t appear at all , its probability is 0! But let”s consider coming to life again:
As matter came from nowhere before the big bang, the possibility of multiple big bangs at infinite
time is 100%, and the possibility of a repetition of our universe with its same scenario “ all of its
history and all the same humans with same DNA who lived on earth” is also 100% , There might be
infinite choices for our universe when it repeats and these choices will occur with a possibility of
100%.

